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WHO IS EARTHCHECK?
EarthCheck is the world’s leading scientific

EARTHCHECK: ROI
OUTCOMES

benchmarking, certification and advisory

What we deliver for our clients:

group for travel and tourism. We operate in
over 70 countries across 30 sectors.

Improved Operational

EarthCheck works to support the delivery of

Energy).

the your brand promise.

Efficiency (Water, Waste,

Demonstrated Year-on-Year

WHAT DOES
EARTHCHECK DO?

Savings to the Bottom Line.

EarthCheck offers a total management

Equipment Management.

Improved Asset Performance
including Plant and

solution for Convention and Event
infrastructure in responding to the

Consumer Sales and

challenges of economic, environmental and

Recognition in OTA's and

social sustainability. This includes:

distribution networks.

1) Providing strategic business advice
and specialist sustainability services –
Including business and financial
modelling, experience development and
asset management.
2) Certification of environmental
sustainability – internationally recognised

Governance and Risk
Management,
Including Reporting
Obligations to stock
exchanges.
End-to-End Design and

third party certification program across

Management of New

three ‘Standards’ – Design/Construct,

Infrastructure.

Operations and Destination.
Training, Workforce
3) Benchmarking and performance tools –

Development and Research

Business analytics and ROI reporting

support.

covering operational performance,
monitoring and benchmarking for hotels

Brand and Experience

and tourism infrastructure.

Development.
Multi Lingual: including offices
in China, Mexico, Germany and
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Australia.

CONVENTION CENTRE ACTIVITY MEASURE
REVIEW - 2017
Introduction

What is Benchmarking with
EarthCheck?

EarthCheck is committed to providing the

EarthCheck’s Benchmarking system

tourism and hospitality industry with a

currently includes over 30 sectors, ensuring

valuable and up to date tool to measure

that each organisation is able to

and manage its sustainability performance

benchmark its performance according to

and to continuously improve its products

sector specific indicators and compared

and services.

only to organisations within the same
sector and region.

This year EarthCheck is reviewing its current
Activity Measures for the Convention Centre

The Activity Measure is crucial as it provides

sector. The reason for the review is the

a mean of comparing a centre’s

general feedback received from members

performance over time as well as with the

in this sector and an increased interest in

performance of different centres. Rather

more detailed information on a centres’

than comparing ‘total’ consumption figures

performance.

of e.g. energy or water, EarthCheck is
comparing the consumption per unit of

EarthCheck has noted an enhancement of

Activity Measure.

data availability in the sector over the past
years, which was confirmed by an initial

This helps to reflect the size and output of

survey conducted with members in this

an operation and allows comparison of

sector.

organisations of different size for example.
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CONVENTION CENTRE ACTIVITY MEASURE
REVIEW - 2017
How has the Activity Measures for Convention Centres evolved?
Currently, EarthCheck’s primary Activity Measure for Convention Centres is ‘Area Under Roof’ (or
total area under roof of the operation), providing centres with their performance per m2.
Our research shows that generally, this figure remains constant over a long period of time and
an increase or change in business activity is not taken into consideration (see figures below).

For that reason, a secondary Activity Measure ‘Number of Visitors’ was added at the end of 2014
based on improved data availability in the sector to ensure an increase in visitation is reflected
in the measurement of performance. This means that centre’s get an idea of how many
resources their operation consumes per visitor. If the centre achieves an increase in visitors (or
events) over time, consumption is likely increasing as well. When only considering size,
efficiency and performance per m2 would decline. When looking at consumption per visitor,
results will provide a more realistic picture.
Currently, ‘Area Under Roof’ is reported within the Performance Report, whereas ‘Number of
Visitors’ is used as reference data only and available for members to view in the performane
section of My EarthCheck, as it has been difficult to accurately gauge the number of customers /
attendees / visitors passing through the venue in the past.
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CONVENTION CENTRE ACTIVITY MEASURE
REVIEW - 2017
Capitalising on new data trends: How EarthCheck is working to improve
Benchmarking for Convention Centres
With new technologies and an increased

With this EarthCheck aims to more

importance in becoming more efficient,

accurately reflect the amount of resources

most centres have started collecting and

consumed per visitor, as a visitor to a public

recording more detailed data and are now

exhibition is more likely to consume less

not only able to accurately measure visitor

resources such as energy or water than a

numbers, but they also record how many

visitor to a banquet or conference.

visitors attend what type of event.
To ensure the Benchmarking with
Capitalising on this advancement in data

EarthCheck remains as simply as possible,

capture, EarthCheck is proposing a new

EarthCheck aims to only request

Activity Measure for Convention Centres,

information already being collected by

which more accurately reflects the centre’s

most of its members. Hence, the proposed

business activity.

event types used for the new Activity
Measure are based on event types the

Recognising that products and services

majority of members already record, often

offered within this sector are many fold,

via event management software.

including not only the leasing of event
space but also the provision of food and
beverage for example and that the
consumption of resources is influenced by
the range of services as well as the number
of visitors taking up these services,
EarthCheck proposes the Activity Measure:
‘Number of Visitors per Event Type’.
The Activity Measure ‘Number of Visitors per
Event Type’ will not only take into
consideration the number of visitors to the
venue over a certain period of time but also
what type of event these visitors attended.
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CONVENTION CENTRE ACTIVITY MEASURE
REVIEW - 2017
PROPOSED EVENT TYPES
1) Exhibition: Includes consumer trade show, fairs
Generally located in larger halls, exhibitors set up displays or stalls to publicly display
products/work of any kind. Can be public or ticketed but generally larger amount of visitors
coming for a shorter period of time.

2) Banquet: Includes wedding, gala dinners
Generally an event including an elaborate and formal sit down evening meal for many people,
often includes entertainment.

3) Conference: Includes conventions, corporate functions (unless they
are banquet)
A formal meeting of people with a shared interest, duration ranges from one to several days.
Some form of catering is usually provided.

4) Meeting: Includes internal and external meetings and seminars.
Only meetings/seminars that are not catered for banquet style or belong to a conference.

5) Entertainment: Includes concert/Sporting Event/stage shows/social
events
Can be both sit down or standing, generally ticketed, food and beverage usually only provided
through in house food and beverage outlets such as cafés and/or bars.
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CONVENTION CENTRE ACTIVITY MEASURE
REVIEW - 2017
Proposed Event Types cont...
Events were defined based on general
definitions found online and leading
convention and exhibition venue websites.
Event types were grouped based on
similarities of services provided as per the
websites of leading convention and
exhibition venues. The event types
proposed above may be grouped or
renamed following industry and expert
feedback as well as a data analysis of visitor
consumption to each of those event types.
Based on the data analysis, EarthCheck will
be able to determine an average footprint
of visitors to each of those event types and
build the weighting of each into the
Benchmarking software. To enable
members to continue entering data in a
time efficient manner, only total visitor
numbers per event type will be required,
figures which should be easily available to
coordinators according to feedback

How will this help Convention
Centres to improve their
performance?
This new Activity Measure will enhance
Benchmarking for all current and future
Convention Centres undertaking
Benchmarking with EarthCheck globally.
By creating an Activity Measure that more
accurately reflects the business activity of
the organisation, Convention Centres will
be able to identify areas of inefficiency
more precisely.
In addition, receiving a more meaningful
performance assessment will provide
Convention Centres with the information
needed to set meaningful performance
targets and take the necessary steps in
order to achieve continuous performance
improvements ultimately leading to cost
savings.

received.

Participation
Five Convention Centres have agreed to participate in the pilot study and provide EarthCheck
with event specific consumption data. We are greatly appreciative of the following members:
Gold Coast Convention & Exhibition

Melbourne Convention & Exhibition

Centre

Centre

Cairns Convention Centre

Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre

Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre
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